The Association of American Universities Data Exchange (AAUDE) is a public service organization whose purpose is to improve the quality and usability of information about higher education. Membership is comprised of AAU institutions that support this purpose and participate in the exchange of data/information to support decision-making at each member’s institution. Rutgers has been an active participant in the exchange for the last 15 years.

The data exchanged and reports prepared by AAUDE include both public and confidential topics. The following partial list are examples of the data items that are exchanged on an annual basis by AAUDE member institutions. These data are used for comparative and longitudinal analyses.

---

**Students**

CGS/GRE Graduate Enrollment

Delaware Teaching Load and Cost Survey

First-time Freshman Profile

IPEDS Completions (Degree Recipients/Degrees Awarded)

IPEDS Fall Enrollment

CSRDE Graduation and Retention Rates

Tuition and Required Fees (University of Missouri Survey Results)

**Salary, Benefits & Staffing**

AAUP/IPEDS Faculty Salaries

AAUDE Survey of Faculty Benefits

CUPA Administrative Salaries

Honors and Awards (pilot)

Faculty Profile by CIP

Faculty Salaries by CIP
Graduate Assistant Stipends

NSF Graduate Assistant Stipends (pilot)

IPEDS Employees by Assigned Position

IPEDS Faculty Salaries

IPEDS Fall Staff

Finance

IPEDS Finance

NSF R&D Expenditures by CIP (pilot)

NSF Sponsored Research

AAUDE-Sponsored Research Expenditures by CIP

Annual Financial Report, Org. Charts, & Factbooks (Florida)

Expenditures of Non-Restricted Funds

Other Exchange Items

Current Developments Survey

NSF Facilities (pilot)

Cross Inventory (Course/Discipline Inventory)

NSF-CIP Crosswalk

Peer Institutions